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SPECIFICATION 

SAR HELICOPTER 

Appendix B 



DIMENSION 

Crew 

Helicopter shall be serviceable with a crew consisting of two pilots and with winch operator 
and rescue crewman (rescue swimmer), totally 4 persons. 

Capacity - Performance 

Helicopter shall have capacity and performance to fulfill the requirements mentioned below 
with following prerequisites; ISA, 4000 feet MSL, windless, crew 370 kg, standard SAR confi
guration 100 kg, and prescribed fuel reserve for VFR, be able to: 

• maintain a speed of 140 KTAS and with minimum endurance time of 3 hours and 30 
minutes. 

• maintain a minimum continuous cruising speed of 160 KT AS <luring 60 minutes 

• have a MTOW of maximum 7 000 kg 

The mentioned above shall be specified in particular and certified with information from the 
Flight Manual for the helicopter type. 

1. Shall fulfill the current and relevant EU regulations. The supplier is responsible for 
the complete EASA approval according to this specification. 

2. Shall be able to execute missions during IFR during as well VMC as IMC (accorcling 
to current regulations). 

3. The helicopter shall be certified according to CAT A and be serviceable according to 
performance classification 1 when necessary due to regulatory requirements. 

4. Shall be able to execute missions over land (unreachable terrain) and over sea within 
Swedish area of responsibility and rescue persons, in for example tall forest, water 
(PIW), from hoat/ ship, land, etc. 

5. Sball be able to execute missions during as well day as night conditions with limited 
visibility and during difficult metrological and wind conditions. 
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6. Shall instantaneously be able to increase the ability to operate during icing conditions 
with system of the type RIPS or FIPS ar similar. 

7. Helicopter dimensions with rotating rotors shall have the maximum measures: rotor 
diameter 15 meters, tail rotor height 5 meters and helicopter's total length 17 meters. 

8. Shall have auto-coupled approach and hovering system (Auto Hover) with 4-axis au
topilot connected to the main navigation system, e.g. FMS. 

9. Shall have EGPWS Qatest version). 
10. Shall have function for haver trim in the cabin, enabling the winch operator to ma

neuver/ steer helicopter, eg. <luring operation of the winch. 
11. Navigation equipment shall be connectable to autopilot <luring executing of search 

procedures, search pattems, hovering without extemal visual references, and during 
approach and landing procedures. 

12. Shall have a Flight Management System (FMS) with ability to couple search pattern 
procedures. Shall have minimum three following search patterns: "raising ladder, sec
tor, expanding" with minimum search distance of 0.2 NM and be able to execute 
search on flight track of person/ s in distress. 

13. Shall have radar suitable for navigation, localization and radar approach towards sea
going unit and identification of SART signal on radar screen. The capacity of radar 
shall permit a SAR condition with a DR of 0.15 NM. 

14. Shall with preservation of flight safety (approved procedure and equipment) be able 
to execute an auto-coupled approach clown to SAR minimums MH 50 feet, zero speed 
and DR 0.15 NM to establish visual contact with water surface or vessel. 
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15. Helicopter shall be cettified for flight with NVIS Gen 3 and fot search from cabin. 
16. Shall have digital moving map system. Shall be presentable at the same time in cockpit 

and cabin. Shall be able to opetate from any position. 
17. Shall be equipped with TCAS. 
18. Shall have FLIR provision. 
19. Shall have registration system HUMS with CBM possibilities. 
20. Shall have open part of the fuselage which enables winching of injured person on a 

winch stretcher and be equipped in a way that enables the winch operator to handle 
the stretchet from the winch position in the cabin. 

21. Shall have sliding doots on both sides of the cabin. 
22. Cabin shall be designed suitable fot Multi Role/Multiputpose configuration. This sig

nifies fast "adjustment" from initial mode ( empty cabin) to different configuration and 
missions, and easily be able to carry onboard special equipment for different missions 
and tasks, e.g. winch stretcher or other missions. 

23. Shall ha ve an accessible cabin ( quadrangular) with a minimum usable width of 2.0 me
ters and a volume of 7.5 cubic meters. 

24. Cabin shall have a minimum a total usable area of 5.5 square meters, which can be 
operationally used for seated persons, stretchers, equipment, etc. 

25. In addition to cabin space, there shall be a cargo compartment for storage of equip
ment, with a minimum volume of 1.5 cubic meters with plane surface, easily accessible 
from cabin and such that SAR-equipment and other equipment can be stored in a way 
that it easily and fast can be accessible without moving a seated person. The compart
ment shall also be accessible from the outside from left and right side. 

26. Cabin configuration shall within a short period of time (10 minutes) be able to seat 6 
fastened passengers (in addition to crew) prior to take-off. It shall be able to make 
placing of seats from different positions in cabin. 
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27. Seats in cabin shall be "quick fix" folding seats for 8 seated persons. 

28. Distance between seat area (foldable seat) and inner ceiling shall at least be 0.9 meter. 

29. All seats in helicopter shall be certified as impact safe (EASA). 
30. Cabin shall be able hold two reclining persons, in winch stretcher and on suitable 

plane surface and three seated persons, in addition to the crew. 

31. Shall have a "mission console" in cabin with presentation and operation of radar, 

moving map, AIS, FLIR, video system. 

32. Shall have dual "translation drum" winches with a minimum lifting capacity of 270 kg. 

Shall have a lifting speed of minimum 250 feet per minute at load of 200 kg, variable 

speed and function to continuous winch cycles. Shall have a wire length of at least 290 
feet. 

33. Shall have minimum two swiveling search lights for lightning on immediate surround

ings and that can be operated by a crewmember alone. 

34. Shall have one swiveling search light with necessary effect, approved for NVG, for 
search in darkness in long distances (ex Trakka). 

35. Shall be able to light up winch area on for example vessel deck. 

36. Shall be able to fly with open cabin door for search from cabin during hovering and in 
speed up to 80 knots. 

37. Shall have intercom system with function to communicate on all &equencies and sys
tem (mobile telephone, satellite, etc.) from all crew positions. Cabin shall as regards to 

communications be able to be isolated from cockpit. 

38. Shall ha ve radio communication with JRCC, regarding command and rescue units and 
vessels through VHF-radio, maritime-VHF. 

39. Shall have mobile telephone connected to intercom system. 

40. Shall have satellite system connected to intercom system. 



41. Shall have a stationery mounted RAKEL. The Swedish Maritime Administration delv
ers RAKEL-unit. 

42. The cabin shall be equipped with outlets for at least four voice activated headsets for 
interna! communication. 

43. Communication shall be able to be made dualband wireless between rescue crewrnan 
(rescue swimmer) e.g. onboard disabled vessel and helicopter crew (via intercom). 

44. Rescue crewman shall be able e.g. onboard disable vessel to establish contact with 
physician at hospital or similar. 

45. Shall be equipped with maritime AIS transponder system (flight approved maritime) 
with function to read information in both cockpit and cabin. 

46. Shall be able to locate transmitters on frequencies 100-406 MHz (25 kHz separation). 
47. Helicopter shall have Helicopter Emergency Exit Light System (HEELS). 
48. Helicopter shall have Automatic Float Deployment System (AFDS) approved for at 

least sea state 5. 
49. Right hand pilot door shall have a lower window, which enables good overview of 

winch object e.g. boat/vessel. 
50. Helicopter supplier shall be able to offer "nose-to-tail", or similar replacement part 

program. 
51. Helicopter supplier shall be able to offer special instruments and register of frequent 

consumed parts of critical nature. 
52. Helicopter type shall make it possible to perform approved simulator training within 

Europe. 


